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Chronicle Graphics Announces v2.0 of the TimeArrow™ Suite
APRIL 19, 2007. In conjunction with its public exhibition at the 2007 Rocky Mountain Project Management Symposium, Chronicle Graphics today announces the commercial availability of its TimeArrow™
2.0 suite of applications. This represents the ﬁrst complete suite of products for creating, distributing,
and viewing integrated, animated timelines of project plans and events. The previous versions up
through V1.1 did not separate the movie creator from the movie viewer, required the licensing of
additional software components from other vendors, and gave good performance for projects containing a few hundred plan items and events. Based upon feedback from users of those previous versions,
Chronicle Graphics is pleased to announce V2.0, consisting of:
TimeArrow™ integrates data from Microsoft Oﬃce and other sources and produces
animated timeline movies that show what happened and what may happen. Tests have
shown that the software gives good graphical and data performance for projects
containing thousands of plan items and events.
The viewer allows people to readily view the timeline movies that are constructed in
TimeArrow™ and has the same graphical performance advantages.
TimeArrow™ products are available for download on the Chronicle Graphics website. The downloadable version of TimeArrow™ is a full-featured 30-day evaluation license. The downloadable version of
the viewer is a non-expiring license. The downloads include full documentation and a set of example
datasets and movies.
About Chronicle Graphics
Chronicle Graphics, Inc. was founded in 2006 by software development and project-management
veterans to automate the creation of graphical project stories. Their TimeArrow™ application suite
enables people to import data from Microsoft Oﬃce applications and create compelling visuals for
inclusion in PowerPoint presentations and web pages. More information on the Chronicle Graphics
suite of products is available at www.chroniclegraphics.com.
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